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Today’s real talk:

● Know when you’re being tricked

● Understand how people can believe this stuff

● How to break through with empathy

● Tech corner-  Learn how YouTube and Nextdoor 
spread misinformation

● Radicalization- bringing them back



What is disinformation?

Person sharing 
believes it is 

true.

Person sharing 
knows it is 

false.

Private info to 
harm someone.



What is disinformation?



Is this legit?

Check where it is 
posted

Check the original
source

Smell
Test



Know you’re being tricked



Trick- repeated lies feel true



How did we get here?



How did we get here?
Pre-digital
Gatekeeper model- Journalistic practice 
fact checked before publishing.

Shared experience of the news.

Now
We are our own gatekeepers.

We create our own media bubble, our own reality, 
even our own truth.

Intentionally misleading content lowers trust 
and lets us slip into our own reality.



Curate 
your 

sources



Our brains evaluate 
information for truth.

How can people believe this stuff?

INFO

Do others 
believe it?

Can I easily 
find evidence?

Is this 
compatible with 
what I believe?

Does it tell a 
good story?

Is it from a 
familiar source?

Familiar 
=

Easy to 
process as 

true.

People told three times that a 
statement was false are more 
likely to believe it is true than 
if they were told it only once.

Is it true?



Repeated lies become familiar and true



Our brains evaluate 
information for truth.

How can people believe this stuff?

INFO

People told three times that a 
statement was false are more 
likely to believe it is true than 
if they were told it only once.

Do I want it to be true?



More likely to
believe conspiracy

Feeling isolated.

Seeking a trusted community.

“When someone whispers ‘Trust no one,’ 
they are inevitably also saying, ‘Trust me.’”

More likely to
spread misinformation

Hold extreme ideology.

Have low social trust.

In an echo chamber where they 
will not be corrected.

How can people believe this stuff?



Repetition feeding conspiracy

Don’t be fooled!
Lies are repeated to trick 
you into believing them



● Start with empathy. “I can feel your yearning for things to be different than 
what they are.”

● Pick your one battle and repeat the one simplified truth. “That article is not 
science, it is a theory by a exercise physiologist. Not a study. Not Stanford.”

● Use images and story and rhyme when repeating the truth. “Picture someone 
searching for an article that confirms what they want to be true, and ignoring 
the giant pile of results showing that masks work. And picking out one 
disproven opinion piece by an exercise physiologist. Then they use it to trick 
you.”

● Talk to people you know. You are familiar and they will listen and trust you.

Use repetition to break through



Tech Corner

Social media platforms are designed to 
show you information that:

A. Fits your prior viewing

B. Keeps you on as long as possible



Nextdoor and paranoia Nextdoor is closed, 
neighborhood based 
and moderated by 
neighbors. Prone to 
bias.

Peeking out of curtains 
view of the world.

Want to be alerted of 
what is happening.

Leads to paranoia.



Stopping disinformation on Nextdoor

● Report bad information

● Counter quickly

● Call out our biases

● Be a moderator



YouTube
The Disinformation Capitol of the World

81% of Americans use YouTube.
More than 50% use YouTube daily.



Built to spiral you into conspiracy

81% of Americans use YouTube.
More than 50% use YouTube daily.



Stopping disinformation on YouTube

● Ignore the recommended videos

● Mix it up, or have a shared account

● Report it, though not as effective



Radicalization in America



Help a loved one



Diversify your networks

Check your sources

Recognize disinformation

Correct with truth, empathy, and common language

Do not inadvertently help an algorithm

Amplify the good stuff

Countering Best Practice



Countering Best Practice
Any Click

=
Vote for 

importance

Do not retweet bad 
content, even to say it is bad.

Do take a screenshot
and share that.



Put an arm around them 
and share best practices.

Stop. Drop. Go.

Countering Best Practice

Calmly relay the facts 
with a source.

  Help a friend.  Amplify good stuff.

GOOD:
Retweet
Like

BETTER:
Retweet with your 
own comment
Reply

BEST:
Add original posts
Post about a mix of topics 
that interest you



Give us a follow on social media, 
@buildbridges4america!



Learn more at
www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com.

Thank you for joining us.


